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The Economics of Addiction 

Addiction is an ideal puzzle for economic theory: 
1.  Why do most addicts expend resources to acquire their targets of 

addiction but simultaneously incur real costs to try to reduce or limit 
their consumption of these goods? 

2.  Why is the typical course of addiction characterised by repeated 
unsuccessful attempts to quit prior to final abstention? 

 
From the standpoint of standard consumer theory in economics, these 
patterns of behaviour are difficult to rationalise 



Economic Theories of Addiction 
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TIMING AND SELF-CONTROL

BY DREW FUDENBERG AND DAVID K. LEVINE1

The standard dual-self model of self-control, with a shorter-run self who cares only
about the current period, is excessively sensitive to the timing of decisions and to the in-
terpolation of additional “no-action” time periods in between the dates when decisions
are made. We show that when the shorter-run self is not completely myopic, this excess
sensitivity goes away. To accommodate the combination of short time periods and con-
vex costs of self-control, we introduce a cognitive resource variable that tracks how the
control cost depends on the self-control that has been used in the recent past. We con-
sider models with both linear and convex control costs, illustrating the theory through
a series of examples. We examine when opportunities to consume will be avoided or
delayed, and we consider the way in which the marginal interest declines with delay.

KEYWORDS: Self-control, dual selves, present bias, Allais paradox, revealed prefer-
ence, behavioral economics.

1. INTRODUCTION

MODELS OF LONG-RUN PLANNING and shorter-run2 impulsive selves suppose
that a single patient self makes decisions in each period to maximize the dis-
counted sum of utility net of a cost of self-control, where this cost depends
on the temptations faced by the impatient impulsive self. These models pro-
vide a quantitative explanation of a wide variety of “behavioral” paradoxes,
including the Rabin paradox (small stakes risk aversion), the Allais paradox,
preferences for commitment in menu choice, violations of the weak axiom of
revealed preference, nonexponential discounting, and the effect of cognitive
load on decision making and reversals due to probabilistic rewards. However,
these models, like the quasihyperbolic discounting model,3 have two implica-
tions about the role of timing that are at odds with the data. First, because
these models have a fixed horizon for the shorter-run self, they cannot explain
overwhelming evidence that the length of delay has a continuous impact on
decisions, and they make implausible predictions about the value of a commit-
ment that avoids temptation: There is no value for a commitment that must be
made the same period that the temptation is faced, while commitment “one
period before” the temptation arises can be highly valued, regardless of the
length of a time period. Second, past work has identified the importance of
allowing the cost of self-control to be a convex as opposed to a linear function

1This paper was presented as the Fisher–Schultz Lecture at the 2010 World Congress of the
Econometric Society in Shanghai. We thank Attila Ambrus, Yuichiro Kamada, Jawaad Noor,
Alex Peysakhovich, Tomasz Strzalecki, and Dmitry Taubinsky for helpful comments, and the NSF,
Grants SES-0646816, SES-0851315, and SES-0954162, for financial assistance.

2As we are dealing with “short-run selves” who live more than one period, we adopt the sug-
gestions of Rajiv Sarin and refer to “shorter-run selves.”

3Strotz (1955), Phelps and Polak (1968), Laibson (1997), and O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999).
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Why do we care? 
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Source: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 



Four Studies 

•  Time Preferences of Smokers in Southern California 

•  Risk Preferences, Time Preferences, and Smoking Behaviour of 
Students in Cape Town 

•  The Behavioural Correlates of Smoking Behaviour in Cape Town 

•  A Contingency Management Smoking Cessation Programme 



Risk Preferences 






Risk Preferences: Results 
TABLE 4: RDU THEORY ML ESTIMATES 

HETEROGENOUS PREFERENCES 

 Model 

 Prelec 
  Estimate Std Error 
Power function parameter (r)  
Age -0.004 0.011 
White 0.029 0.051 
Male 0.062 0.049 
Commerce faculty 0.030 0.062 
Financial aid -0.051 0.058 
Risk task first -0.015 0.050 
Smoker -0.005 0.055 
Constant 0.366 0.230 
PWF parameter (φ) 

  Age -0.003 0.006 
White 0.001 0.047 
Male -0.009 0.044 
Commerce faculty -0.084 0.120 
Financial aid 0.034 0.056 
Risk task first 0.054 0.080 
Smoker 0.028 0.049 
Constant 0.871*** 0.206 
PWF parameter (η)   
Age -0.027 0.046 
White -0.062 0.121 
Male -0.166 0.137 
Commerce faculty -0.216 0.184 
Financial aid -0.014 0.139 
Risk task first 0.166 0.153 
Smoker 0.146 0.153 
Constant 1.425** 0.676 
Error (µ)   
Constant 0.166*** 0.008 
N 7000  
log-likelihood -4119.762   
Results account for clustering at the individual level 
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01  
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Time Preferences 



Time Preferences: Results 
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Time Preferences: Results 
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Time Preference Results and the Behavioural Puzzles 

Behavioural puzzles: 
1.  Why do most addicts expend resources to acquire their targets of 

addiction but simultaneously incur real costs to try to reduce or limit 
their consumption of these goods? 

2.  Why is the typical course of addiction characterised by repeated 
unsuccessful attempts to quit prior to final abstention? 

 
These puzzles suggest some level of time-inconsistent behaviour on the 
part of addicts in that they simultaneously want to quit but continue 
smoking. And then they finally stop but then relapse. 
 
What’s going on? 



Smokers are more Time Inconsistent than Non-smokers 
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Smoking Cessation: Putting Behavioural Economics to Work 

Contingency Management (CM) has been efficacious in the treatment of a 
number of psychoactive substance addictions, including tobacco, across a 
range of populations. 
 
CM involves identifying an objectively defined target behaviour (quitting 
smoking), frequently monitoring that behaviour, and delivering incentives 
for reaching the target behaviour. 
 
We designed a low-cost, low-intensity smoking cessation programme that 
we ran last year with UCT students. 



Smoking Cessation: Putting Behavioural Economics to Work 
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Smoking Cessation: Results 
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Smoking Cessation: Results 
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Next Steps 

We elicited risk and time preferences during the baseline session of our 
cessation programme so we’re going to analyse whether these predict the 
likelihood of abstinence. 
 
Intuitively, smokers who are more risk averse and who discount the future 
at a lower rate may be more likely to quit, particularly if they receive 
abstinence-contingent incentives. 
 
To the extent that this is true, cessation programmes could be tailored to 
the risk attitudes and/or impulsivity of people to help them to quit. 



Next Steps 
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